
Magic Mirror

»Magic mirror, on 
the wall – who is 
the fairest one 
of all?«
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Magic Mirror - smart mirror with touchscreen monitor and mini-PC

Eye
catcher

Use 
apps

Show 
offers

Discover our wide range of accessories and customize 
your Magic Mirror to your needs and desires, 
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Mounting
The Magic Mirror has two holes on the back for hanging.

for example with webcam, NFC/ RFID, mini-PC, speaker, voice control, with or without touch.

             

+49 (0)6187 9256 11
info@wes-electronic.de
Philipp-Reis-Str. 10, 61130 Nidderau, Germany

customized control units | monitors | kiosk terminals
trackballs | keyboards | joysticks

www.wes-electronic.de

specialist for customized control units
and industrial touch solutions
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Give us a call. 
For further questions we are at your disposal from Monday to Friday from 9.00 to 17.00.



      
Magic Mirror on an easy pc stand.  
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+ cable management
in the stand

+ optimal operating height 
for touch applications

We manufacture customized solutions from 1 piece.

Applications
Magic Mirror are very popular in business, retail and hotel environments. 
Show your customers a configurator, movies or apps about your products. 

+ Shops - Show interactive customer applications or the product of the day.
+ Smart home control - Check and control the house control.
+ Hotels, petrol stations and shops - Smart mirror in the entrance area or bathroom. 
+ Fairs & Exhibitions - Surprise customers with unexpected company presentations.
+ Hairdresser - Children keep still when movies run in the mirror.
+ Magic in the bathroom - Watch videos, surf the Internet. 

+ lockable storage 
space for a Mini-PC 

+ high stability; rolls or 
floor screwing possible

Find the Magic Mirror that's right for you. 

- WES is an authorized Elo Touch Solutions distributor.

We offer you Magic Mirror - smart mirror made of transformation glass with 
integrated touchmonitor. A Mini-PC with WLAN connection enables 
the use of Apps. The Mini-PC is available with Android, Windows or iOS.

+ 177x80cm 
20“ touch monitor
Android Mini-PC
Wlan 

+ 80x60cm 
27“ touch monitor
Android Mini-PC
Wlan 

+ 60x80cm 
20“ touch monitor
Android Mini-PC
Wlan 

+ 120x80cm 
32“ touch monitor
Android Mini-PC
Wlan 

monitor turned on                                                                monitor turned off

+ 80x60cm 
20“ touch monitor
home automation
PC with LCN-GVS 

We manufacture customized solutions from 1 piece.

+ 80x120cm 
27“ touch monitor
Android Mini-PC
Wlan 


